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In recent years, China’s credit card market keeps growing at a fast pace. Credit 
card business has been a competition focus during strategic transformation of 
commercial banks due to its advantages in expanding client base and increasing 
income from intermediate business. Meanwhile, credit cards are becoming 
increasingly popular among domestic consumers due to its characteristics of easy 
payment and spending with credit. However, with the competition and development 
of credit card market, credit card risk incidents such as fraudulent use, illegal 
“cash-out” and malicious overdraft keep occurring, with characteristics of using high 
technology, occurring in various forms and causing great damage. Current risk 
management of credit card business in China is at its primary stage, lacking mature 
external environment and scientific management mechanism, therefore conducting 
research on credit card risk management is of great significance to the stable and 
sound development of credit card business. 
In this thesis, the author starts with a systemic description of credit card and 
theories concerning credit card risk management and an analysis of the 
characteristics, purpose and processes of credit card risk management. Then, the 
author goes on to introduce current risk situation of credit card industry in China, 
analyze problems existing in China’s credit card risk management from the 
perspective of external environment and issuing banks, and propose several thoughts 
on the development of China’s credit card risk management by learning from the 
experience of credit card risk management in the United States, Australia and South 
Korea. The author then takes Bank A Xiamen Branch as the research subject, 
introduces its credit card risk profile and risk management processes, summarizes 
the problems existing in such processes and the causes, uses statistical software to 
analyze data of its defaulting clients to find out the relevance between client 
characteristics and term of delinquency. Finally, based on the foregoing research, the 
author presents suggestions on countermeasures for Bank A Xiamen Branch to 
improve its credit card risk management model and system from various 
perspectives. The research conducted in this thesis shall have certain value for 















and identify key risk factors. 
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用卡 3.91 亿张，较上年末增长 18.03％。全国共发生银行卡业务 475.96 亿笔，
同比增长 22.31%，增速放缓 0.09 个百分点，金额 423.36 万亿元，同比增长
22.28%，增速加快 15.38 个百分点。银行卡跨行支付系统联网商户 763.47 万户，
联网 POS机具 1063.21万台，ATM52万台，较上年末分别增加 280.20万户、351.43
万台和 10.44 万台①。 
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